Limerick - Mouse

A limerick is a goofy poem with five lines. The first, second, and fifth lines rhyme, and the third and fourth rhyme with each other.

There once was a mouse named Clyde
Who thought he knew how to hide
He hid in the woods
Then covered himself with his hood
Until he came back inside.

Which word(s) in the poem rhyme with slide?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Which word(s) in the poem rhyme with could?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Circle the correct answer:

Where did Clyde hide? House Woods Garage

What did he cover himself with? Leaves Mud Hood

Fill in the blanks to try and create your very own Limericks. Remember to rhyme the 1st, 2nd and 5th together and the 3rd and 4th together.

There once was a ____________________ named ______________________
Who thought _______________________________________________________.
S/he ____________________________________________________________,
Then ____________________________________________________________
Until s/he ________________________________________________________.